You are invited to attend the Graduate Open House of the School of Architecture at the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign on Friday, April 4, 2014, at 11:00am in the Temple Hoyne Buell Hall Atrium.

Come learn about the programs and facilities of the School and visit graduate design studio in progress later in the afternoon. The Open House will include an overview of the graduate program including our dual degrees, a student panel and tour of the School’s facilities.

AGENDA

+ REGISTRATION
  Temple Hoyne Buell Hall (TBH) Atrium

+ OVERVIEW PRESENTATION
  Temple Hoyne Buell Hall, Plym Auditorium
  William Worn, AIA - Associate Director, Graduate Programs

+ LUNCH WITH STUDENTS AND FACULTY

+ SCHOOL OF ARCHITECTURE FACILITIES
  Studios, Ricker Art and Architecture Library, Computer Labs, and Shop

+ GRADUATE SCHOOL HIGHLIGHTS AND OPPORTUNITIES
  Presentations of specialized studio offerings

+ STUDENT PANEL
  Students from the M.ARCH and Joint degrees will discuss their experience in the program and answer audience questions.

+ RECEIPTION

Please RSVP by March 14, 2014.

Graduate Program
School of Architecture
tel: 217.244.4723
email: arch-grad@illinois.edu